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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to US Provisional Patent Application No. 62/059,040, filed on October 2, 2014.
The present application also may be related to PCT Application No. PCT/US2015/017110, filed on February 23, 2015,
and PCT Application No. PCT/US2015/017110, filed on February 23, 2015.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to video processing. More particularly, it relates to systems and methods to
control judder visibility via dual-ended metadata.

BACKGROUND

[0003] EP 2 234 402 A2 discloses a TV or monitor with a sensor sensing radiation or light from the surroundings,
where a controlling unit, on the basis of the sensed radiation or parameters of a video signal, frame rate converts an
original video signal to an up converted video signal by determining additional images for the video signal, the additional
images being determined on the basis of the determined radiation/light or parameter of the video signal in order to
relatively reduce frame rate conversion generated artefacts when the radiation or light intensity is higher.
[0004] WO 2008/018882 A1 discloses a method for motion portrayal manipulation that includes performing a motion
estimation to determine objects in motion in content provided at an acquisition rate. An eye motion trajectory of a viewer
is predicted based on the content to determine a region of interest. An object in the area of interest is filtered along an
object trajectory to adapt motion of the object to permit display of the acquisition rate on a display device having a refresh
rate other than the acquisition rate. The content is portrayed at the acquisition rate on the display device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0005] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated into and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate
one or more embodiments of the present disclosure and, together with the description of example embodiments, serve
to explain the principles and implementations of the disclosure.

FIG. 1 illustrates a high-level block diagram of one embodiment of processing 24 fps incoming material.

FIG. 2 illustrates distortions due to temporal sampling (bottom) of smooth motion (top) for the case of world co-
ordinates with no eye movements, i.e. fixation (left half) and retinal motion in the case of tracking eye movements
(right half).

FIG. 3 illustrates the motion of a line segment sampled at 48 fps and displayed on a 48 fps hold-type display.

FIG. 4 illustrates a process for judder reduction with a 24 fps input and 48 fps output according to an embodiment
of the disclosure.

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary mapping function as a function of speed according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIGS. 6-14 illustrate different possible approaches to judder control according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 15 illustrates an embodiment of a judder control algorithm according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 16 illustrates an embodiment of a hardware implementation for the methods of the present disclosure.

FIG. 17 illustrates some concepts related to judder control.

FIGS. 18-19 illustrate some examples of mapping related to judder control.

FIG. 20 illustrates an exemplary relationship between output time and input time with a 120 fps input.

FIG. 21 illustrates some concepts related to judder control.
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FIG. 22 illustrates the mapping between real time and display time for an infinite frame rate example.

FIG. 23 illustrates time space trajectories lines, with and without smooth pursuit object eye tracking.

FIG. 24 illustrates mapped time and real time for an embodiment of judder control of the present disclosure.

FIG. 25 illustrates an example of a broadened judder visibility control flowchart according to an embodiment of this
disclosure.

FIG. 26 illustrates an example of a broadened judder visibility control flowchart for high frame rate images according
to an embodiment of this disclosure. This step is generally controlled by a human operator at the image production
stage (i.e. post-production)

FIG. 27 describes an exemplary diagram for a method to transmit metadata related to judder control according to
an embodiment of this disclosure.

FIG. 28 describes an exemplary diagram for a method to control judder according to an embodiment of this disclosure.

FIG. 29 illustrates a graph of maximum frequency visibility (critical fusion frequency, CFF) as a function of retinal
illuminance. The straight-line behavior is known as the Ferr-Porter Law of psychophysics.

FIGS. 30-31 illustrate exemplary approaches for judder control using display panel parameters according to an
embodiment of this disclosure.

FIG. 32 illustrates an exemplary approach for judder control using the Ferry-Porter law according to an embodiment
of this disclosure.

FIG. 33 illustrates contour plots of a spatio-temporal CSF function.

FIG. 34 illustrates an exemplary approach for judder control using the LA-ST-CSF algorithm according to an em-
bodiment of this disclosure.

FIG. 35 illustrates an exemplary approach for judder control using inverse tone mapping and frame rate conversion
according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 36 shows an overall flowchart for judder control and inverse tone mapping according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.

FIG. 37 illustrates an exemplary apparatus for judder control.

SUMMARY

[0006] The invention is defined by the independent claims, taking due account of any element which is equivalent to
an element specified in the claims. The dependent claims concern optional features of some embodiments of the invention.
In a first aspect of the disclosure, a computer-implemented method at a display end to control judder visibility of a video
encoded at a frame rate below a cut-off frame rate for perception of judder is described.
[0007] In a second aspect of the disclosure, an apparatus for judder control at a display end is described.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Judder in a motion picture can be simply described as non-smooth motion, but the term is also used to generally
describe any consequences of the relatively low frame rate of 24 fps typical in video recording. In the present disclosure,
judder may be alternatively referred to as motion smoothness. Some of the resulting distortions, compared to the motion
visible in the real-world, due to the frame rate of 24 fps (or other similarly low frame rates) can be broken down into four
main components: 1) non-smooth motion (chattering), 2) flickering along moving edges, 3) spatial blur on moving objects,
and 4) false multiple edges
[0009] Such distortions are primarily due to a high degree of motion relative to the image update rate (frame rate), as
well as consequences originating from spatiotemporal aliasing. As known to the person skilled in the art, the visibility of
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motion distortions can be described by the spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity function (CSF), referred to as the ST-CSF.
The contrast of the object in motion relative to its surrounding areas can affect the visibility, since the contrast is the
main input variable into the ST-CSF, determining threshold and overall visibility.
[0010] There is also an effect on the visibility of these distortions based on the luminance adaptation of the visual
system. For higher luminance levels, the spatial and temporal bandwidths of the ST-CSF increase, with the consequence
that the visibility of all four components also increases. New projector designs for cinema are enabling higher maximum
luminance and higher contrast. Sometimes the increased maximum luminance is used to raise the average luminance
level, and other times it is used to only increase the object’s contrast. Both of these improvements have a negative side
effect, in that they increase the visibility of all four components of judder. Unfortunately, the previously acceptable levels
of judder can now become objectionable.
[0011] In other words, content graded for 100 nits standard dynamic range displays or 48 nits film screen shows
objectionable judder when re-graded to extended or visual dynamic range displays, for example, an 800-nits TV display
or 110 nits film screen. The reason is that higher brightness and higher contrast increase judder perception, as shown
in psychophysical experiments.
[0012] Psychophysical experiments have studied how different factors affect the perception of motion judder, using
Gabor and customized contrast-frequency test patterns as well as real image sequences as stimuli. The results show
that judderness can have a strong relationship with different variables including the frame rate, motion speed, brightness,
contrast, shutter angle, and etc. There exists a cut-off frame rate for perception of judder: beyond this frame rate, there
is no judder perception, while below this rate, judder perception increases when frame rate decreases. At the same
frame rate, therefore, judder perception increases as the motion speed, brightness, and contrast increases, and de-
creases as the shutter angle increases.
[0013] In many imaging applications, the goal of improvements in motion quality is to reduce all four judder components
as enumerated above, and the window of visibility provides a clear path toward such improvement. One way to reduce
judder is to increase frame rate or to reduce spatial and temporal resolution at the capture or display stage. However,
for cinema, some of these components are actually desired at certain amplitude levels, as they contribute to the ’film
look’ often desired by cinematographers and other professionals in the movie industry. They are important in making
cinema look different from video, which due to its relatively higher frame rate has much smoother motion, and sharp
moving edges. While some of the details behind the preferences of the film look are unknown, it has been supposed
that the motion blur (due to a hold-type blur and smooth pursuit eye movement interaction often discussed in the LCD
display industry) is preferred for similar reasons to those related to the fact that the cinema practitioners often prefer a
shallow depth of field for focus. It reduces visible details unnecessary to the storytelling, which can be considered
distractions. Other theories are that cinema should not be too realistic, as that hinders the imagination of the viewers.
A third key theory is that there is a strong association by filmgoers with some of the judder components towards the film
look, and as a consequence film viewers prefer movies not to have the more realistic motion quality of video. As a
consequence of these complex factors, methods are needed that do more than simply remove judder (such as by
increasing the frame rate of capture and display, or by using motion interpolation to increase the frame rate of a given
source). Such methods must manage judder; that is, keep the desirable components perceptually similar to the traditional
cinema despite the increase in contrast and luminance levels. These approaches to judder management are the subject
of the present disclosure. In addition to preserving the judder component levels at the previously acceptable levels from
cinema, the present disclosure describes systems and methods that can allow the director or cinematographer to control
aspects of the judder appearance, ranging from the traditional look to the more natural ’video motion’ look, including
various states in between, both globally and locally.
[0014] Another approach to address motion artifacts is through control of the recording process. The American Society
of Cinematographers has provided guidelines about capturing motion in a scene, such as the "7 second rule" (an object
should take 7 seconds to cross the camera frame). These rules were developed for the luminance levels and contrasts
from traditional projectors. However, given new display technology, any existing content will require re-evaluation for
judder, and in a real world production environment, it may not be possible to judge the amount of judder perception a
priori, during content creation. Many displays have a native frame rate high enough that judder is never present, and a
proper film look is not naturally attained. Therefore, a semi-automated process to control the perception of judder by the
director/cinematographer/post-producers, as well as viewers, is desired.
[0015] Common post production methods of masking judder are as follows.

1. Lowering overall picture brightness level until judder is acceptable. This method is in conflict with the desire for
higher brightness and higher contrast in displays, and artificially constrains artistic intent.

2. Adding motion blur to fake a longer shutter on the camera, which smears pixels based on the amount and direction
of motion. This method can have a negative impact on the details present in the scene, where all objects moving
will lose details. To obviate this potential problem the minimal amount of motion blur is added, which may not work
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for future display technology. In fact, the amount of pure blur necessary to hide the juddering may be so large that
it violates a physically plausible camera shutter, adding a new negative appearance to the film.

3. Interpolating between images to a higher frame rate, or capturing at a higher frame rate, where the motion from
frame to frame is reduced. This method is the preferred mode for most solutions, currently, however, this method
also has a negative psychological impact on the scene where people remark that it no longer "feels" like film. This
method may also not be possible with some display technologies.

[0016] The present disclosure describes systems and methods that can allow the director or cinematographer to
control aspects of the judder appearance, ranging from the traditional look to the more natural ’video motion’ look,
including various states in between, both globally and locally. The present disclosure can provide a codified measure
of how much judder a user might perceive at a particular location, and provides an approach to add adaptive correction
only in targeted areas. Additionally, the corrections can be modified to preserve apparent details and the perception of
the film "look".
[0017] In PCT Application No. PCT/US2015/017110, (the ’110 Application) "SYSTEMS AND METHODS TO CON-
TROL JUDDER VISIBILITY", filed on February 23, 2015, different approaches have been described to control judder
visibility of low frame rate content, for example by doubling the frame rate with controllable judder visibility globally and
locally. In addition, several methods are proposed for controlling judder with high frame rate capturing and displaying.
Several concepts from the ’110 Application are reproduced herein for reference purposes.

1. Unchanged Frame Rate Process

[0018] The unchanged frame rate process can provide a way to reduce judder while leaving the frame rate unchanged.
FIG. 1 illustrates a high-level block diagram of one embodiment of processing 24 fps incoming material, and can be the
final output used when temporal interpolation is not possible because the display is limited to 24 fps. At higher input
frame rates, additional processing would be added to adjust for the "film feel". Additional image attributes, such as
saliency or object identification, are envisioned to enhance the results.
[0019] In FIG. 1, input images at time t (110), t-1 (105) and t+1 (120) are subject to temporal processing (115). Video
processing (115) comprises motion estimation (130), where motion vectors are estimated. The temporal differences
between input images (105, 110, 120) are also calculated for luminance (121) and contrast (125), or other measures of
the amount of change present from frame to frame. Motion estimation and other change measurements may be improved
by incorporating more surrounding video frames. Motion estimation (130) comprises the estimation of two sets of motion
vectors, one set of forward motion vectors, and one set of backward motion vectors. These forward and backward sets
are computed separately, and enable the computation of the motion estimates with higher accuracy.
[0020] The motion vector estimation comprises the determination of the vectors’ direction (140) and the vectors’
magnitude (135). The vectors’ magnitude (135), the luminance change map (121) and the contrast change map (125)
are used to determine a normalized judder map (145), with judder values for each pixel describing how much judder is
apparent. A simple embodiment of this method would be to sum each component using a weighted scheme, such as
w0 ∗ vector_magnitude + w1 ∗ luminance_change + w2 ∗ contrast_change into a single number varying between 0 and
1, where 0 means no judder apparent, and 1 corresponding to the maximum amount of judder. Other statistical measures
may be used to more accurately vote between the inter-related input parameters. In some embodiments, the judder
values may be calculated for a subset of the totality of pixels. Scene and display metadata (150) may also be used to
determine the judder map (145). For example, the brightness of a scene and the dimensions and luminance of a display
may be employed. As known to the person skilled in the art, the bigger the screen, the more judder is visible. Scene
and display metadata (150) can affect the perception of judder. For example, the perceived judder increases as the
brightness increases. The overall scene brightness can be carried in the scene metadata (150) and thus be used in
determining the judderness. The display metadata (150) could include the maximum brightness of the display, as well
as the size of the display, both of which could affect the perceived judder.
[0021] Noise (160) to be added can be calculated based on the amount of judder per pixel (145). The motion magnitude
of the vectors (135) can be scaled (155), based on the judder map (145). After scaling (155), noise (jittering) is added
(165) to the motion magnitude based on the amount of judder. The noise is measured (160) based on the judder map
(145). For example, the bigger the magnitude of the judder, the higher the noise that will be added.
[0022] After jittering (165), the motion magnitude and direction are used to reconstruct the motion vectors (170).
Jittering is used here to indicate temporal offsets. Motion blur (175) is added to the image based on these motion vectors.
Pseudo film grain (180) is also added, based on the amount of noise to blend with the original image so the motion blur
appears to be part of the original capture. Noise amplitude, size or distribution may be adjusted based on the amount
of judder. A final output image is obtained (185). In some embodiments, the process herein described is performed on
one or more pixels of an image or in a weighted manner.
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2. Frame Rate Adjustment Process

[0023] When alternative frame rates are possible, either by capturing at a higher frame rate, or interpolating a lower
frame rate and displaying at a higher frame rate, additional processing is enabled. This allows for the presentation to
have an enhanced "film feel" without the negative side effects of strong judder. It is possible to introduce non-smooth
motion at a higher frame rate in the areas with objectionable judder so that the perceived judder would get reduced to
an acceptable range without being eliminated, while the majority of the image without excessive judder will be updating
at a lower frame rate. Therefore, overall the image sequence, when played at the higher frame rate, will keep the visceral
"film feel". In other words, excessive judder is reduced in local areas while leaving other areas untouched. Some areas
of the final image will be based on the higher frame rate picture, while other areas will be based on the lower frame rate
picture.
[0024] For example, given an input at 24 fps, in order to offset the increased judder feeling due to the increase in
display/projector brightness, one option is to increase the frame rate. The required increase in frame rate, which could
effectively reduce the same amount of increased judder caused by brightness, can be modeled by psychophysical
experiments. However, the adjustable frame rate range can be limited between 24 fps and 48 fps, as in 48 fps there is
usually no judder perceived. It may be impractical to interpolate the 24 fps sequence to an arbitrary frame rate below
48 fps and display it at that arbitrary frame rate, although this might be more practical when frame rate conversion and
display techniques advance. A formal description of this solution can be: given a 24 fps scene/sequence of images
graded for first display brightness, find out an optimal second frame rate so that after converting the frame rate from 24
fps to this second frame rate, the content played back on an output display with a second display brightness will have
the same amount of perceived judder as when the original 24 fps content is played on a display with the first display
brightness.
[0025] More practically, display and projector are normally available for 48 fps, 60 fps, and some other standard frame
rates. In this case, using frame rate conversion can eliminate all the judder perception as no judder is seen in such high
frame rates, if the temporal interpolation is done properly.
[0026] One possible method attempts to identify the areas with excessive judder and only updates these areas at the
higher frame rate, while keeping the other areas playing back at a lower frame rate. This method shows improved results
compared to the method of updating every part of a picture to a higher frame rate, as the judder feeling is kept in most
of the areas although it is eliminated in the areas with excessive judder.
[0027] A solution as described herein could be applied to reduce the excessive judder to an acceptable level, so as
to keep the perceived judder when playing back a 24 fps content at a higher frame rate. For example, it is possible to
introduce locally-variable non-smooth motion at a higher frame rate, so as to introduce a locally controllable judder feel.
With that capability, the proper amount of judder can be turned on in areas with excessive judder. It is also possible to
turn on the judder in other areas to the full possible amount of judder at 24 fps, and ensure smooth changes of the judder
feeling, spatially and temporally. The methods described herein are explained in the following with an exemplary output
frame rate of 48 fps, however the person skilled in the art will understand that other output frame rates may be possible.
[0028] Human perception of judder from smoothly moving objects can be explained by edge flickering according to,
for example J. Larimer et al., "Judder-induced edge flicker in moving objects," in SID, 2001.
[0029] FIG. 2 illustrates some concepts related to judder control. In FIG. 2 it is assumed that a line segment is moving
from left to right across a screen and the viewer is tracking the line segment with Smooth Pursuit Eye Movement (SPEM).
The top row (205, 210) shows the space time trajectory of the line (225, 230) in real life, i.e., a continuous domain, while
the bottom row (215, 220) shows the space time trajectory of the top row (205, 210) when it is sampled at 24 fps and
played back on a hold-type display.
[0030] In FIG. 2, on the left side (205, 215), the spatial location is represented in world coordinates, while on the right
side (210, 220), the location is represented in coordinates of the viewer’s retina, with SPEM. The central line (225, 230,
235, 240) shows the space time trajectory of the eye gaze, as the viewer is tracking the object. Therefore, the panel
(205) shows the line segment moving from left to right, and this motion in retinal coordinates is shown in the panel (210).
When the moving line is sampled and reconstructed on a hold-type display, it is possible to see a stair step-like trajectory
in panel (215). When this trajectory is represented in retina coordinates while the viewer is tracking the object, it is
possible to see a saw-tooth-like edge in the space time trajectory in panel (220). Therefore, at the edge of the line
segment, it is possible to see motion blur, with the color ramping up from background color to the line color. At the same
time, it is also possible to see flickering, as the frame rate is 24 fps, a frequency way below the critical fusion frequency
(CFF). The flickering and motion blur are usually what is seen as judder in 24 fps playback. In panel (220), the depth of
the saw-tooth shape is marked as x (245), which is the displacement per frame for the line segment, i.e., the speed of
the line segment. From psychophysical experiments, it is known that the perceived judder magnitude is positively cor-
related to the motion speed, thus the perceived judder will increase when x increases, and decrease when x decreases.
[0031] FIG. 3 illustrates what happens if the motion of the line segment is sampled at 48 fps and displayed on a 48
fps hold type display. In FIG. 3, the top row (305, 310) shows the space time trajectory of a smoothly moving line segment
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on a hold-type display (305) and on a retina of a viewer looking at the display with SPEM (310). As it can be seen in
(310), the edge flickering is much less than that in (220) of FIG. 2, as the displacement is about half in value, and more
importantly, the frequency is 48 fps, which is approaching the CFF. In practice, a sharper image can be observed with
less motion blur, and usually no edge flickering.
[0032] Therefore, if the input 24fps content is interpolated to 48fps with frame rate control (FRC), with interpolated
frame temporally located at t+0.5, there will be no judder perceived. This is not necessarily advantageous, as an intended
purpose is to reduce the excessive judder instead of eliminating it.
[0033] FIGS. 2 and 3 also show the result of interpolating the input content at 24 fps to 48 fps with frame rate control
(FRC), with interpolated frame temporally located at t+0.5.
[0034] In FIG. 3, the bottom row (315, 320, 325, 330) shows the space-time trajectory of a line segment moving from
left to right with non-smooth motion at 48 fps. Specifically, the line segment (335) is moving left for a small gap for the
first half (316), and a large gap for the second half (317) of a 24 fps period. The central line (335, 340) remains the same
as the line (345, 350) of the top row (305, 310) as the eye is tracking the motion. In other words, (315) can also be
interpreted as an interpolation of a 24 fps input content to 48 fps, with interpolated video frames temporally located at
t+dt, where dt<=0.5. Therefore, (315) can also be interpreted as as an interpolation of a 24fps input content to 48fps,
with interpolated frame temporally located at time dt between two consecutive video frames, where dt = x1/(24x) second.
[0035] The small gap for the first half (316), and a large gap for the second half (317) can also be seen more in details
in FIG. 17, as x1 (1705) and x2 (1710), with x1+x2=x.
[0036] Referring back to FIG. 3, when the space time trajectory in (315) is represented on the viewers’ retina as in
(320), the trajectory in (320) can be decomposed into two components: a 24 fps component (325) and a 48 fps component
(330). Component (325) is very similar to the trajectory in (220) of FIG. 2, which will be perceived as judder, while
component (330) in FIG. 3 is very similar to the trajectory in (310) which shows no judder. The difference between (325)
in FIG. 3 and (220) in FIG. 2 is that the displacement x (355) in (325) is smaller than the displacement x (245) in (220),
as x (355) = x2 - x1= x (245) - 2∗x1. The displacement x (335) can also be termed as x’. FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are not to
scale relative to one another therefore the relative length of the displacement x (355, 245) in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 may
appear different than hereby stated. Based on the analysis above, a smaller displacement x (355) corresponds to a
slower motion speed and thus causes less judder. At the same time, component (330) will have no judder as it is 48 fps
and has even less motion speed compared to (310). Overall, the space time trajectory (320) on the retina will show
reduced judder compared to (310).
[0037] The displacement in (320) is the sum of the displacement (355) in (325) and the displacement in (330). Therefore,
the displacement (355) will be smaller than the displacement in (320).
[0038] The displacement x (355) is controllable as it is possible to interpolate the in-between frame of the 48 fps stream
at a different temporal position dt. The formula for calculating interpolation position dt is

[0039] If dt = 0 (and x’ = x), or dt = 1, the same effects as in (220) in FIG. 2 are obtained, with original judder. If dt =
0.5 (and x’ = 0), the same effects as in (310) in FIG. 3 are obtained, where there is no judder. For other values between
0 and 1 (x’ values between 0 and x), the perceived judderness can be controlled to a desired degree between the two
cases for dt = 0 and dt = 0.5. The non-smooth motion can also be obtained via interpolation at dt’ = 1-dt, which will have
the same amount of judder as interpolation at dt.
[0040] In some embodiments, dt <=0.5 is chosen for judder reduction, while a value on the other side of 0.5 will have
similar effects. The same technique can be used to introduce judder perception for organic high frame rate content,
where judder can be injected with non-smooth motion.
[0041] For judder reduction with a 24 fps input and 48 fps output, an algorithm can be implemented with the diagram
shown in FIG. 4. An interpolation position map M (425) can be generated (430), so that for each pixel (x,y), the pixel will
be interpolated at a temporal position: dt = M(x,y).
[0042] In this embodiment, the frame rate of the output is twice the frame rate of the input. For simplification, every
input frame (405) can be directly copied as output frame (410), and one frame can be interpolated between (455) every
pair of neighboring original input video frames, to obtain an output frame (460).
[0043] A frame can be analyzed (440) to determine how much judder it contains. In an embodiment, judder analysis
(440) may be performed as discussed in the judder control process depicted in FIG. 1. In another embodiment, an
alternative judder analysis technique is discussed next, referring to FIG. 4.
[0044] To obtain an interpolated frame, the input video frames (405) are first used to estimate (415) a motion vector
field (420) for each pixel. For each pixel (x,y), a forward motion vector mvf(x,y) and a backward motion vector mvf(x,y)
are obtained. Based on these two motion vectors, a temporal motion consistency Ct(x,y) for pixel (x,y) can be defined
by comparing the forward and backward motion vectors, and a spatial motion consistency Cs(x,y)can be defined by
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comparing the forward and backward motion vectors with its neighboring pixels. In addition, a forward motion vector
mvf(x,y) of each pixel (x,y) can be used to find a corresponding pixel (x’, y’) in the next frame, such that the forward
motion vector of the pixel mvf(x,y) can be compared with the backward motion vector of its corresponding pixel in the
next frame, i.e., mvf(x’,y’) to determine a forward motion consistency Cf(x,y).
[0045] Similarly, a backward motion consistency Cb(x,y)can be determined by comparing a pixel’s backward motion
vector mvb(x,y)with the forward motion vector of its corresponding pixel (x",y") in its previous frame, i.e., mvf(x", y") where
the corresponding pixel (x", y") is determined by the backward motion vector mvb(x,y) of the pixel (x,y). In one embodiment,
these motion vector consistencies are defined as the magnitude of the summation of the motion vectors divided by the
average magnitude of the motion vectors. For example, 

where |u|is the magnitude of u. In one embodiment, a modified motion magnitude m(x,y) can be defined for each pixel
(x,y) as the greater of the forward motion magnitude times the forward motion consistency and the backward motion
magnitude times the backward motion consistency. This modified motion magnitude is further multiplied by the temporal
motion consistency, e.g. 

[0046] A Gaussian filter is applied to this modified motion magnitude s to obtain a smooth map of motion speed s’. In
practice, the mapped interpolation position M(x,y) for pixel (x,y) will be determined by the motion speed s’(x,y). This
mapped interpolation position can also be modified based on judder analysis results, and can be controlled by user
interaction. For example, the user (435) at post production can determine which portion of a scene contains excessive
juddering and can tune the displacement map so that the results will contain the proper judder.
[0047] In one embodiment, the interpolation map M (425) can be computed based on a smoothed motion speed s’
obtained before. For example, the relationship between motion speed s’(x,y) of a pixel (x,y) and interpolation position
M(x,y) can be a soft switching function between two speed thresholds, T1 and T2, with minimum interpolation position
0, and maximum interpolation position 0.25, as shown in FIG. 5.
[0048] In FIG. 5, T1 (505) and T2 (510) are the speed thresholds while M(x,y) = 0 (515) is the minimum interpolation
position and M(x,y) = 0.25 (520) is the maximum interpolation position.
[0049] Given a pair of original input video frames and the interpolation position map M, a standard frame rate conversion
method can be applied at each pixel (x,y) to obtain an interpolated result at corresponding interpolation location M(x,y).
Motion blur can be simulated also based on the motion estimation results, where in one embodiment, the amount of
motion blur is proportional to the interpolation position, i.e., the further away the interpolation position is from its nearest
original input video frames, the more motion blur is applied. Motion blur can be obtained, for example, by applying a box
filter or Gaussian filter along the motion direction. In another embodiment, the motion blur is simulated by averaging the
sampled video frames between the first input frame and the interpolated frame. In this case, all the sampled interpolation
video frames can be computed first and averaged for each pixel based on the interpolation position map M.
[0050] There are several application scenarios for the judder management approaches of the embodiments above.
First of all, as a tool for post production, the studio can directly generate the de-juddered output content at 48 fps and
the content will then be played back by compatible projectors. The post production process can also generate metadata
for digital cinema projectors with real time dejuddering. The metadata can also be used to guide FRC in consumer
devices. Metadata can take multiple forms, comprising an indicator for which scene needs judder reduction, as well as
a parametric mapping function defining how to generate the interpolation position map for a particular scene.
[0051] The methods described in the present disclosure can also be directly applied in both projectors and consumer
devices for real time fully automatic judder reduction. The present disclosure describes algorithms that can be imple-
mented in hardware devices such as encoders, decoders, projectors and consumer devices.

3. High Frame Rates and Judder Control Process

[0052] In some embodiments, related to the methods described above, it is possible to skip to the step where the 48
fps or higher stream is already available. As assumed above, this may be done via interpolation. Alternatively, it may
be done by capturing the content with a high frame rate camera in the first place. Then, the concern becomes how to
best display the available images so that an appropriate level of judder is present in order to preserve the film look.
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3.1. Using non-smooth motion to simulate judder

[0053] The main idea is to introduce non-smooth motion in the high frame rate content so it would show judder-like
perception even if the content is played at a high refresh rate.
[0054] Non-smooth motion can be introduced either at the capture end, during post production, or at the projector/dis-
play end. In the following subsections, three methods will be described based on where the non-smooth motion is
introduced into the high frame rate system.

3.1a

[0055] In some embodiments, the motion pictures will be captured in a non-smooth fashion, i.e., with a non-constant
time interval between capturing each frame. The motion pictures captured in this non-smooth way can then be projected
on a projector which projects the consecutive video frames with a constant time interval. Thus the perceived content will
have a non-smooth motion introduced, which provides a judder feeling in playback of high frame rate content.
[0056] For example, let the frame index i be i = 0, 1, 2, .... , and the time each frame is captured noted as t(i). For
regular capture with constant time interval dt, the capture time t(i) = i ∗ dt, where dt is the time between two video frames.
For example, when the frame rate is 120 fps, dt = 1/120 = 8.333 ms. For non-smooth capture, it is possible to change
the capture time of a subset of the video frames to move the capture time a little earlier or later in time (e.g. every 5th
frame for the 120 fps capture, so that something can be introduced at a 24 Hz frequency). Mathematically, it is possible
to set t(i) = i * dt + δ, where δ is non zero if mod(i, n) = 0 , and δ = 0 otherwise. If n is set to be 5 for a 120 fps capture,
it means that for every five video frames, one of the video frames is captured at a different time stamp. This is shown
in FIG. 6. The video frames captured in this method will still be shown in a constant interval playback on the display
side. In FIG. 6, it can be seen that the 5th (605) and 10th (610) images presented on the display would be captured at
an earlier time. If it is assumed that there is an object moving from left (615) to right (620) at a constant speed, on the
display, the object will then move at a constant speed from frame 1 to frame 4, slow down between frame 4 and frame
5, and speed up from frame 5 to frame 6. This non-smooth motion will be perceived as a kind of motion artifact similar
to judder.
[0057] FIG. 7 shows an example with 180 degrees shutter capture. For every 5th frame, the capture time is shifted by
half of dt, i.e., the 5th frame (705) is captured immediately after the 4th frame (710). Similarly, on the display side, the
captured motion pictures are projected at a constant time interval of dt.
[0058] Current cameras might not support changing capturing time when capturing videos. One way to implement the
embodiment here described is to use a video camera that is capable of capturing higher frame rates. For example, using
a camera with 240 fps and 360 shutter degrees, it is possible to capture the sequence as shown in FIG. 7.

3.1b

[0059] Similarly to the embodiment above, it is possible to change the projector system so that it will project the video
frames at non-constant time interval. An example is shown in FIG. 8. Considering a 180 degree shutter angle of capturing
and full period hold time of the display, it can be seen the actual capture and display of each frame is as in FIG. 9.
[0060] In this example, the presentation time-stamp of each frame is changed. However, this embodiment it might not
be supported by certain display systems. The effect can be simulated using a higher frame rate projector/display, as
shown in FIG. 10.
[0061] The two embodiments above can be combined together to have more flexible control of the judder perception,
for example, as shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12.

3.1c

[0062] In some embodiments, the capture time and display time are not changed, so the motion pictures are captured
with a constant time interval and presented with the same time interval. Instead, the captured motion pictures are
manipulated in post processing/production steps. In general, a frame is presented at time t using the frame captured at
time t2(t). For example when the input is 120 fps content, it is possible to design the time function as 

Essentially, this time function will repeat the 4th frame in every five frame period and discard the original 5th frame. This
particular embodiment is shown in FIG. 13, where the 4th (1305) and 9th (1310) video frames are used also for the 5th
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(1315) and 10th (1320) video frames.
[0063] Other time functions t2(t) can be designed as well. Not only can the number 5 be changed, but it does not need
to be an integer. When t2(t) is not an integer, the frame is not captured at t2(t). In this other embodiment, it is possible
to use view interpolation technology to generate a frame which simulates the frame in between two video frames that
are captured at time floor(t) and floor(t) + 1. An example is shown in FIG. 14.
[0064] In FIG. 14, the 4th (1405) and 5th (1410) captured video frames are used to generate the 5th (1415) displayed
frame. A possible process of view interpolation would be to first find out the motion vectors between video frames atÌ
and atÌ + 1, and for each pixel in the interpolated frame, use the motion vectors to derive the corresponding pixels in the
two neighboring video frames and obtain the pixel values based on those corresponding pixels and their neighboring
pixels.

3.2 Adding 24 Hz Content to High Frame Rate

[0065] Twenty-four Hertz content would be an essential reason for why we perceive judder, and the content of this
particular frequency have contributed to the formation of judder perception in history. In order to inject judder, it can be
possible to introduce 24 Hz content into high frame rate content. However, the whole content should not be converted
wholly into 24 fps, otherwise the benefit of the high frame rate would be lost.

3.2a Adding 24 Hz noise/film grain

[0066] While the content of interest itself is updated at a high frame rate, it is possible to add low frame rate noise or
film grains (simulations or actually captured) on top of the content. It is possible to first use a noise reduction method
(1505) to reduce the noise or film grain in the original high frame rate content, and the removed noise or film grain (1510)
will be processed (1515) to generate a 24 Hz noise or film grain (1520) with similar spatial characteristics. This 24 Hz
regenerated noise or film grain (1520) can then be added back (1525) into the high frame rate content. This process
can be seen in FIG. 15.
[0067] One way to generate the 24 fps noise and film grain could be to repeatedly use the noise/film grain of one
frame and apply it in all its neighboring five video frames for the 120 fps content. Thus every fifth video frames would
have a same noise/film grain, although the content itself is changing at 120 fps.

3.2b Changing the 24 Hz Content of the Original High Frame Rate

[0068] It is possible to change the 24 Hz content of the original high frame rate content by repeatedly changing the
video frames that would be shown at 24 Hz. For example, for 120 fps content, it is possible separate the video frames
into five different groups according to the remainder of its frame index divided by five. Thus, each group is actually a 24
Hz content. It is possible to alter the video frames within one or more of the groups, thus a 24 Hz signal would be added
into the original content. There are many ways to alter the content, for example, by applying spatial filters on each frame
of the group, with or without a spatially shifted center. Specifically, a smoothing filter (Gaussian, Sigma, bilateral, etc.)
or sharpening filter (like unsharp mask) can be used to change the image in this group so it has different characteristics
compared to images in other groups. At the same time, the video frames in this group can be jittered around or undergo
a non-uniform transformation based on some characteristics of the content itself, for example, the motion vectors. In
addition, each group of the high frame rate content can also be temporally filtered in order to add 24 Hz content.

4. Broadened Judder Visibility Control

[0069] The approaches detailed above can be broadened in different ways.
[0070] A first example of a broadened approach to judder visibility control considers an input frame rate Rin (the frame
rate of input content) with corresponding time period Tin between two consecutive video frames, where Tin = 1/Rin, and
the output frame rate is Rout (i.e., the display frame rate) with corresponding time period Tout. In the examples above,
methods could be applied, for example, for the case where Rout = 2∗ Rin,. The broadened approach as follows herein
can be for cases where the output frame rate is not double the input frame rate.
[0071] For example, a first generalization might be for the case Rout = 2∗n∗ Rin, where n=1,2,..., is a natural number.
In this case, the Base Frame Rate (BFR) can be kept as the input frame rate, and the methods described above in the
present disclosure can be used to double the frame rate by interpolating a frame between every two consecutive input
video frames based on a locally changing displacement map dt(x,y,t). The output will then have double the frame rate,
that is 2∗ Rin, which can be displayed at the display rate Rout, with each output frame being displayed n times.
[0072] FIG. 18 shows an example of an embodiment, as discussed above, for the specific case where n = 2, and Rout
=4∗Rin, with dt(x,y,t) = 0.25∗ Tin = Tout. The black lines (1805) show the input video frames, the gray lines (1810) are
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interpolated video frames. Each frame (1805, 1810) is shown for a duration of 2Tout.
[0073] For the embodiments when Rout is not an even number of Rin, Tin is not an even number of Tout, and the above
approach, which keeps the original input video frames and interpolates one in between each pair of consecutive video
frames, needs to be modified. For example, the interpolated frame could be shown at a different temporal location than
the one used above, that is half way between original video frames. For example, when Tin = 5Tout, the original frame
could be shown for a duration equal to 3Tout, and the interpolated frame for a duration equal to 2Tout, as visible in FIG. 19.
[0074] In FIG. 19, the black lines (1905) show the input video frames, shown for a duration of 3Tout, while the gray
lines (1910) are interpolated video frames, shown for a duration of 2Tout.
[0075] However, this solution might introduce an artifact signal similar to the well-known in the art 3:2 pull down and
that may not be desirable.
[0076] In order to avoid 3:2 pull down type artifacts, the Base Frame Rate can be changed to a frame rate close to
Rin. In other words, a natural number k can be found, and the BFR can be made equal to Rout/(2∗k) so that the BFR is
close to Rin and is still a juddering frame rate.
[0077] For example, if Rout = 120 fps, then k could be chosen to be, for example, k = 2 or k = 3, and in this way the
BFR can be equal to 120/(2∗2) = 30 fps or BFR = 120/(2∗3) = 20 fps. For simplicity and without loss of generality, the
following example is made with k = 2 and BFR = 30 fps. If the input frame rate Rin = 30 fps, the double frame rate methods
described above can be applied, and an output signal can be obtained with double the frame rate, at 60 fps. The output
can then be shown on a 120 fps display by repeating every frame 2 times. If the input frame rate Rin is 24 fps instead
of 30 fps, temporal interpolation can be used to obtain all needed video frames. Assuming for example that dt = 0.25∗
TBFR= Tout, the relationship between output time and input time can be shown in FIG. 20, where the black lines (2005)
show the input video frames, and the gray lines (2010) are interpolated video frames.
[0078] In addition, since the above method changed the BFR, the temporal displacement dt needs to be changed
accordingly in order to keep the same judder perception.
[0079] A second example of a broadened approach to judder visibility control considers the line segment motion model
as described in FIG. 2. It is known that the retina image (220) will have judder effects and the displacement x (245) in
(220) determines the magnitude of perceived judder. It is possible to arrange a line segment to move in a way such that
its retina image under SPEM will have the same shape of (220) but with controllable displacement x.
[0080] As shown in FIG. 21, (2105), the line segment (2110) moves to the right at a slower speed for a time T=1/BFR,
then jumps to the right with distance x (2115). In fact, the slope (2110) of one frame moves to the right at a speed
T=1/BFR. Since the BFR is usually high enough, the eye tracking the line segment still follows a straight line, overall,
as shown by (2120). The projected trajectory on the retina is shown in (2125), which is similar to the shape as (220) of
FIG. 2, but with a different x.
[0081] Assuming an infinite frame rate display and the possibility to temporally interpolate the input image sequence
to an infinite frame rate, an image sequence can be obtained, with the same space time trajectory as in (205) of FIG. 2.
For this infinite frame rate example, the mapping between real time and the display time can be represented as the gray
line (2210) shown in (2205) in FIG. 22. The gray line (2210) can be referred to as the motion interpolation slope.
[0082] Subsequently, the infinite frame rate input can be sampled at the base frame rate (BFR) with corresponding
time period T, and displayed on a hold-type display of BFR. The mapping between real time and display time would be
shown as the black line segments (2215) in FIG. 22. In the above example, the effect of shutter angle was not taken
into account, for simplicity.
[0083] Subsequently, a non-smooth motion can be introduced, similarly to FIG. 21. That is, the infinite frame rate input
can be played back at a slower speed in each time period T, and at the end of each T, there is a jump forward to catch
up to the real playback time. The mapping curve will then be changed to the dotted line segments (2220), as shown in
FIG. 22. In this case, the object, which in reality is moving smoothly, is displayed as moving at a slower speed within a
time period T, and then is displayed as jumping to a new location at the start of the next time period. The jumping
introduces a signal of BFR which would be perceived as judder, while the jumping amount, determined by the slope of
the dotted line segments (2220), will affect the magnitude of perceived judderness. In other words, the perceptual
judderness can be controlled between the two extremes, i.e., between no judder at all and the normal amount of judder
at the base frame rate.
[0084] Hence, the slope of dotted line segments (2220) can be used as a Judder Control Rate (JCR) to control the
judderness of the output. When the slope equals 1, there is no jump so there is no judder, while the largest amount of
jump happens when the slope equals 0. This JCR has a similar effect as the dt in the example described above, where
the frame rate is doubled, however, in the present example an infinite frame rate is considered.
[0085] In several embodiments, the time period T corresponding to the base frame rate (BFR) is a multiple of the
period Td corresponding to the display frame rate. For example, the display frame rate can be 120 fps and the BFR can
be 24 fps. FIG. 22 illustrates a mapping (2225) for an embodiment where the display frame rate is five times the value
of the BFR. A perfect sampling of the line (2210) will result in a mapping similar to the line (230) in (210) in FIG. 2.
[0086] Therefore, the object will still move smoothly without any judder perception, assuming the display frame rate
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is high enough. If the same line segment motion model is used, the time space trajectories can be illustrated as in FIG.
23, for the real space case (2305) and the retina projection case (2310). If the input with judder perception is sampled
similarly to the line segments (2215) in FIG. 22, the mapping obtained can be represented by the dotted line segments
(2230) as shown in FIG. 22. In other words, the input image sequences can be interpolated to those discrete time stamps
where the dotted lines (2230) are projected onto the vertical real time axis (2235). The corresponding space time trajectory
of the line segment motion model is shown in FIG. 23, (2315, 2320).
[0087] If the time period T of the BFR is multiple times the value of the time period Td corresponding to the display
frame rate, and the Judder Control Rate (JCR) is denoted as r, which is the slope of the lines (2220) in FIG. 22, the
sampling time f(t) for each display time t can be computed as:

where n = at/TÌ. Since we know T is multiple times of Td, let T = kTd, we have

where n = at/TÌ and m = at/TdÌ.
[0088] In embodiments when T is not multiple times the value of Td , a value can be chosen so that T’ ≈ T where T’
is a multiple of Td, and subsequently the equation above can be used to calculate f(t). It may be possible that the JCR
might need to be adjusted as the BFR is changing, in order to preserve the same amount of judder visibility.
[0089] Another possible method, that does not require changing BFR, can be described as follows. At first an infinite
frame rate display is considered, therefore the sampling time will follow the sloped lines (2220) as in FIG. 22. In FIG. 24
the sloped lines (2405) are shown for each base time period T. The sloped lines (2405) represent the infinite frame rate
case, and it is then possible to sample the infinite frame rate sequence with sampling rate 1/Td, as shown in the horizontal
lines (2410). The formula for the time mapping of the sloped lines (2405) is 

where n = at/TÌ. The formula for the sampled horizontal lines (2410) is then f(t) = f’(Td · m), where m = at/TdÌ, and by
combining the two equations the following formula can be obtained 

where n = at/TÌ and m = at/TdÌ.
[0090] It can be seen that if T is multiple times the value of Td, i.e, T = kTd, the same formula will be obtained as for
the case described above in paragraph [0105]. Therefore, this equation is a further generalization.
[0091] Similarly to the embodiments described above, this JCR, or r, can be a spatially and temporally variant function
r(x,y,t), i.e., the judder control rate can be different for different space time locations so that the judder visibility control
can be applied differently to different regions at different times.
[0092] To summarize, the judder visibility control methods described in the present disclosure have been broadened
in order to be able to control the judder perception of any input frame rate Rin to any output frame rate Rout, given the
Judder Control Rate (JCR) and Base Frame Rate (BFR). The overall flow chart is shown as in FIG. 25.
[0093] As visible in FIG. 25, the broadened judder visibility approach (2515) described above can be applied to the
input image sequence (2505), using the Judder Control Rate process (2510) and the base frame rate (2010), thus
obtaining an output image sequence (2520).

5. Film look Experience for High Frame Rate and Multiple Frame Rates

[0094] The broadened judder visibility control approaches described above can be applied in high frame rate (HFR)
image sequences to obtain a film-look experience. The high frame rate image sequences usually have sharper images
and less motion blur, and the stereoscopic high frame rate will have better 3D effects compared to traditional 24 fps
image sequences. However, the smooth motion in high frame rate is sometimes criticized as ’video look’ as there is no
juddering perception. The methods described above can be used to introduce judderness into the high frame rate image
sequences. The introduced judderness can help to increase the film look experience of the content. FIG. 26 shows a
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diagram for adding film look experience to HFR input content.
[0095] In this case, both input and output image sequences will have the same frame rate, i.e., Rout = Rin. For example,
both input and output can be 48 fps, 60 fps, 120 fps, and etc. Since the input sequence is sampling the scene at a high
frame rate, there is no judder perception in the input sequence when it is displayed at the same frame rate Rin. In order
to introduce judder perception, a first step is to choose a juddering base frame rate BFR, and select a proper Judder
Control Rate r, so that the input image sequence can be resampled with the process as described referring to FIG. 24,
with T = 1/BFR, and Td =1/ Rin. As described above, the Judder Control Rate JCR = r can be determined so that a proper
amount of judderness, i.e. film look, can be added into the output image sequences when played back at Rout. In addition,
this r can be a spatially and temporally variant function of r(x,y,t).
[0096] Therefore, the film look experience (judder) can be controlled on a pixel by pixel basis at the post-production
end. Different pixels may have different JCR at different time. In this case, usually the JCR function r(x,y,t) will be locally
smooth within a shot.
[0097] In a simplified embodiment, the film look experience can be controlled on a frame by frame basis at the post-
production end. Different video frames may have different JCR. In this case, the JCR function r(t) will be locally smooth
within a shot.
[0098] In some embodiments, the film look experience (judder) can also be controlled on a shot by shot basis at the
post-production end. Different shot may have different JCR, thus different amount of judderness will be added to different
shot, when there is a need.
[0099] At the post-production end, one embodiment comprises using professional tools to identify the local region that
needs judder perception. Subsequently the JCR needed to add the proper amount of judder can be determined. In a
next step, the JCR can be smoothed spatially and temporally within a shot boundary.
[0100] There exist different proposals for mixed frame rate content, with multiple frame rates in a sequence or even
within a frame, as noted in Refs. [2][3]. The fast motion video frames/objects can benefit from a higher frame rate while
the slower motion video frames/objects can be kept at a lower frame rate. The broadened judder visibility control ap-
proaches described above can be applied to these contents with multiple frame rates as well.
[0101] In low frame rate video frames/regions, there might be excessive juddering that needs to be reduced, while at
the high frame rate video frames/regions, the juddering perception needs to be added back. The methods described
above and following can be combined together to control the visibility of the judder in multi-frame rate content.

6. Dual Ended Frame Rate Conversion with Judder Control Metadata

[0102] Judder visibility can be controlled by introducing non-smooth motion into the image sequences. One of the
important steps in judder visibility control is to interpolate the input video frames temporally into a desired temporal
location as described above. This frame interpolation is a capability that already exists in most of the frame rate control
algorithms at the display end. However, the current FRC methods usually interpolate the video frames only at regular
temporal locations. For example, a 24 fps to 120 fps frame rate conversion will interpolate four video frames at an equally
spaced temporal location between two input video frames. This will eliminate any perceptual judderness in the content.
The methods described in the present disclosure can make the perceptual judderness controllable, from non-judder at
all, to the highest level of judderness at 24 fps. Although the methods of the present disclosure can be run automatically
at the display end through some content-based estimation, the quality is not normally controllable in that way and will
change the director’s intention from the production end.
[0103] One way to keep the director’s intention would be to convey the information through Judder Control Metadata
(JCM) which can be determined at the content production end, and transmitted together with the image data. This JCM
can then guide the FRC algorithm to interpolate the input content so that the interpolated output sequence will have the
expected level of judderness. An exemplary diagram to describe this method is shown in FIG. 27.
[0104] In FIG. 27, an input image sequence (2705) is provided, and judder metadata (2710) can be generated based
on the image sequence (2705). The judder control metadata (2715) can then be used to carry out judder visibility control
based on frame rate control methods (2720). Subsequently, the judder control reference monitor (2725) can provide
feedback (2730) for the judder metadata generation (2710). The metadata and images are then passed onto the display
end for judder visibility control (2735) and used at the output display (2740).
[0105] To control FRC on the display end, one important metadata needed is the Judder Control Rate (JCR), which
is the slope of the line segments (2220) in FIG. 22. The JCR can be a value between 0 and 1, inclusively. The FRC can
interpolate the input sequences based on this JCR value.
[0106] For example, when the judder control rate r = 0.5, a 24 fps to 120 fps FRC can interpolate the four intermediate
locations 5∗n+ i∗r, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is the interpolated frame index between two consecutive input video frames, and
n = 1, 2, ..., is the frame index of the input sequence.
[0107] Depending on individual software or hardware implementations, FRC algorithms might have limitations on
which temporal location it can interpolate the frame to. Often times for a 120 fps display allowing 24 fps input, the FRC
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might only be able to interpolate to 5∗n + k, where k = 1, 2, 3, and 4 is an integer number. In this case, i∗r would be
rounded to its closest integer in order to take advantage of the existing FRC algorithm.
[0108] One additional metadata would be the base frame rate (BFR), which corresponds to the time period T as
discussed above in relation with FIG. 22. Mostly the BFR is 24 fps, but it could also be 25 fps, 30 fps, etc. Note that this
BFR may be different from the frame rate of the input content although the two frame rates might also be the same. The
BFR describes the anticipated base frame rate of the output coupled with the JCR, or in other words, this is the frame
rate that the post production end used to visually verify the judder control / film look experience of the content, with the
amount of JCR applied. For example, for 24 fps input, the BFR could also be 30 fps, as the results can be verified on a
60 fps display with a BFR of 30 fps with two video frames per period. Using a 30 fps BFR on the display end could result
in an output without introducing 3-2 pull-down type judderness, while the FRC can only interpolate to the equally spaced
temporal locations of 120 fps.
[0109] Different BFRs can yield different judder perception even with the same JCR. Therefore, if the output uses a
different time period T than the one corresponding to the BFR metadata, the JCR needs to be changed accordingly to
ensure the similar amount of judder perception.
[0110] Additional metadata would include the display parameters of the reference display that was used to control the
judder. This would mainly be the minimum and maximum luminance value of the display. The importance of these
metadata lies in that, with different reference monitors, but with the same JCR and BFR, different level of judderness
might be perceived. At the display end, the metadata can be combined with the display’s own parameters to determine
a new set of BFR and JCR, so that the FRC output will not depart from the director’s intention at the production side.
With this metadata, as illustrated in FIG. 28, the processing in the display end would first include a block (2805) to update
the other two metadata, JCR and BFR.
[0111] All judder control metadata can be implemented as both shot by shot metadata and frame by frame metadata.
Metadata of display parameters, including minimum and maximum luminance of the display can also be implemented
as the track level metadata, i.e. the entire track could share one single set of display parameters, as long as the other
judder control metadata are obtained with the use of the same display.
[0112] For shot by shot metadata, the production end would determine which shot needs to be judder-controlled and
the metadata is provided to the entire shot. If one shot needs to be judder controlled, both JCR and BFR are set to
corresponding non-zero value. If there is no judder control in a shot, both JCR and BFR are set to zero.
[0113] For frame by frame metadata, the production end can have a fine tuning of the video frames which need to be
judder-controlled and provide metadata for specific frame ranges instead of the entire shot. In this case, the metadata
JCR can be smoothed within its shot boundary in order to prevent sudden changes of judder visibility within a shot. How
to smooth JCR would be an implementation issue in the production end. As a result, JCR can be changing frame by
frame for the shot.
[0114] The BFR can still be the same for the entire shot even when the JCR is varying. This BFR also serves as an
indicator for telling the display end, at the first frame of a shot, whether there is any judder control in this shot. Specifically,
if there is any judder control within a shot, the BFR will have a non-zero value starting from the first frame of this shot.
If there is no judder control within a shot, the value is zero. This would help the algorithm at the display end to make
different decisions based on the specific FRC capability of a FRC algorithm. When the existing FRC algorithm in the
display end has limited capability in interpolating video frames, it may want to apply the judder control for every frame
in the entire shot in order to avoid sudden jump in judder visibility. It is left to the display end to decide whether to follow
the JCR value and rounding to the closest available video frames, or whether to apply some form of judder visibility
control for the entire shot.
[0115] This kind of indication, for whether a shot contains any judder control, can also be implemented using a separate
metadata. This metadata could be Boolean type.
[0116] An example may be considered of a FRC capable of doing 24 fps to 120 fps conversion by interpolating 4
equally spaced video frames. In this example, the available video frames are at discrete display time t, where t=0, 1,2, ....
When the first frame of a shot is received at the display end with metadata BFR > 0 and JCR = 0, the display end can
surmise that there is judder control in this shot, but not starting from the first frame. Two possible choices could be
implemented: 1. At each time t within the shot, showing the available frame nearest to the calculated temporal location
f(t) based on the JCR of each input frame, for example, when JCR = 0.6 in one input frame 5∗n, the following 4 video
frames will ideally be 5∗n+0.6, 5∗n+1.2, 5∗n+1.8 and 5∗n+2.4, and the nearest available video frames will be 5∗n+1,
5∗n+1, 5∗n+2, 5∗n+2, respectively; or 2. Decide to perform judder visibility control for the entire shot. In this case, one
solution without introducing 3:2 pull down artifacts would be showing
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where t is the discrete display time. In this case, the effective BFR becomes 30 fps, and the display is actually showing
a pattern of 0 0 1 1, 4 4 5 5, 8 8 9 9, ... Other judder visibility control schemes can be applied by the display end as well,
for example, using a BFR at 24 fps and some certain ranges of JCR, the patterns will become 0 0 0 1 1, 5 5 5 6 6, ... or
0 0 2 2 2, 5 5 7 7 7, ... and etc., where each index number is chosen as rounded version of the calculated mapping f(t).
[0117] In either case, a JCR and a BFR may be implemented for each frame. A single byte character can have high
enough precision for both metadata. Regarding the reference display metadata, it can be frame based, shot based, or
even content based. For example, two floats could be used to represent the minimum and maximum luminance of
reference display. In addition to that, a Boolean type metadata can be optional per shot or per frame to indicate whether
a shot have judder control within it.
[0118] Furthermore, the JCR can be spatially variant even within a frame. It can be implemented as region based or
pixel based. This spatially variant JCR metadata might need to be smoothly changing to avoid artifacts.

7. Modifying Display’s use of Judder Control Metadata by Display Metadata using Visual Models

[0119] The combination of the signal-side display metadata and the display-side parameters can lead to more careful
control of the visibility and appearance levels of the desired judder, as well as the undesired distortions. This is motivated
by the fact that the visibility of the spatiotemporal components of judder is dependent on the signal contrast as described
by the contrast sensitivity (i.e., via the CSF model) which is in turn dependent on the light-adaptation level of the visual
system (as modelled by the LA-ST-CSF). For example, as the light adaptation luminance increases, the sensitivity to
higher temporal frequencies increases. In fact, it follows a linear relationship with the log of the light adaptation level, as
shown in FIG. 29. FIG. 29 displays plots of critical flicker frequency (CFF) versus log retinal illuminance at five illustrative
eccentricities (0, 10, 22°, 40°, and 70°). FIG. 29 is taken from Reference [3]. The fit of the Ferry-Porter functions (straight
lines, (2905)), can be noted to have a pronounced increase in slope with eccentricity. The interaction of the signal side
display metadata and the display parameters allow the display to know the exact luminance levels of the signal being
displayed.
[0120] FIG. 30 shows a high-level description of how the judder control algorithm parameters can be modified by the
display metadata (DM), and how the image portion (3005), referred to as ’video signal essence’, of the overall video
signal (3010), which includes essence (3005), metadata (3015, 3020), container formatting, etc., can be processed by
the judder control algorithm (3025). In FIG. 30, the judder control algorithm (3025) is modified by the display parameters
(3030) and the judder metadata (3015, 3020). In some embodiments, the judder metadata is the display metadata (3015).
[0121] As visible in FIG. 31, the display signal metadata can comprise the minimum, midpoint, and maximum of the
input signal (3110). The parameters of the display can comprise the minimum and maximum luminance (3115). The
calculation of the changes to the judder control algorithms parameters are indicated in process (3105).
[0122] In the following two embodiments are described that use visual models. One approach is the direct use of the
Ferry-Porter law, which describes the temporal bandwidth of the visual system. This approach is described in FIG. 32.
As the displayed signal gets brighter, the temporal bandwidth increases according to the Ferry-Porter law, and the
approximation assumes all aspects of the judder visibility will increase proportionally. So, an approximate ’just noticeable
difference’ (JND), a scale factor above threshold, is calculated and a higher JND means the judder is more visible and
must be scaled down accordingly. The scaling down is by changing the slope of the judder mapping function (2210) in
FIG. 22. In the diagram of FIG. 32, this is referred to as the motion interpolation slope (3205). In particular, increasing
the slope means introducing a lower judder component to the processed video. The JND can also be referred to as
’above threshold parameter’.
[0123] As visible in FIG. 32, an average luminance (3210) and average contrast (3215) can be calculated prior to
applying a model based on the Ferry-Porter law (3220).
[0124] A second approach to using visual models is to consider the entire spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity function
(ST-CSF) which is analogous to a frequency response. In addition, a light-adaptive version of the ST-CSF can be used
(LA-ST- CSF), such as shown in Figure 33. The Ferry Porter law is contained within the LA-ST-CSF, in particular the
behavior of the temporal frequencies boundary, which can be seen to move up to higher cut-off frequencies as the light
adaptation increases, such as seen in the model in FIG. 33. FIG. 33 illustrates contour plots of a new spatio-temporal
CSF at six different luminance adaptation (LA) levels 1, 10, 34, 100, 500, and 1000 cd/m2.
[0125] The use of the LA-ST-CSF algorithm is shown in FIG. 34. FIG. 34 illustrates an exemplary approach using the
LA-ST-CSF algorithm to estimate the JND of the judder, and to scale the judder control algorithm’s parameters accord-
ingly. In this embodiment, the contrast of the signal per frame , per local region, or per pixel, and the resulting light
adaptation CSF are taking into account specifically, rather than assuming that scaling all aspects by the Ferry-Porter
will describe visibility. The CSF gives the sensitivity for a specific light adaptation level, and from this the contrast of the
threshold can be calculated (i.e., the JND). The JND level of the input can be calculated by dividing the signal contrast
by the threshold contrast, which is an output of the CSF model. In particular, the threshold is the inverse of the sensitivity.
[0126] Since the visibility of the components of judder is understood to follow the CSF, scaling the appearance of the
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judder via the judder control algorithm by the inverse of the sensitivity of the CSF acts to regulate the appearance of
judder over a wide range of display luminance levels (and resulting contrasts). This regulation can be via control of the
motion interpolation slope (2210)
[0127] In another embodiment, the method described above is applied only to the regions within the image that are
identified as judder related. In this embodiment, the judder signal contrast is based on the luminance of those regions.
This is calculated from the histograms of the regions after conversion to luminance by using the signal side display
metadata and the display parameters.

8. Judder Visibility Control in Display with Inverse Tone Mapping

[0128] Sometimes a display with higher dynamic range will have input content graded to low dynamic range, for
example, Blu-ray disks are graded to 100 nits. When the Blu-ray content intended to be shown on 100 nits displays is
input directly to a higher dynamic range display, inverse tone mapping can be applied to convert the input low dynamic
range content to the proper dynamic range according to the display’s capability, as explained for example in Reference
[6]. In some embodiments, the 24 fps content can also be frame-rate converted to the higher frame rate of a display, for
example, 120 fps. FIG. 35 shows a flow chart of such a display system which contains both inverse tone mapping and
frame rate conversion.
[0129] The inverse tone mapping can correct the look of still images to match the dynamic range of the display, usually
with increased overall brightness and contrast. This can at the same time increase the judder perception at the display.
Therefore, the judder visibility control can be applied here to control the visibility of the increased judder back to original
level, with the help of the frame rate conversion.
[0130] For judder visibility control, in one embodiment, the base frame rate BFR can be chosen based on the display
frame rate, and the judder control rate JCR can be calculated by the methods described above in the present disclosure,
based on the input content and inverse tone mapped output, together with the input’s target display (usually 100 nits
max luminance) and the actual display’s dynamic range. FIG. 36 shows an overall flowchart.
[0131] In another embodiment the judder control method is applied only to the local regions within the image sequence
that are identified with altered judder perception after inverse tone mapping and apply judder visibility control on those
local spatial and temporal regions.
[0132] Similarly, any post-processing algorithm at the display side that will change the judder perception would be
followed by the judder visibility control block, which could estimate the location and amount of judderness change, and
try to preserve the same amount of judder perception as in the input graded content for its targeted display.
[0133] FIG. 37 illustrates an exemplary apparatus for judder control. A display (3705) may comprise a judder control
device (3710) configured to apply any of the methods described in the present disclosure. The display (3705) may
receive input frames (3715), while the judder control device (3710) may receive judder control data (3720) such as
metadata described above in the present disclosure. Data (3725) may be sent from the judder control device (3710) to
the display (3705), and vice versa (3730).
[0134] In the present disclosure, some methods may be applied shot by shot. As known to the person skilled in the
art, there is a finer level of distinction that describes scene-cuts, and camera angle cuts (which are usually during the
same scene). Shot is a term that can comprise both scene cuts and camera angle cuts. In some embodiments, the
judder medatada methods of the present disclosure are based on scene cuts, and not camera angle cuts.
[0135] In the present disclosure, therefore, methods are described which comprise providing, by a computer, at least
two images; calculating, by a computer, a judder map, wherein the judder map comprises judder information for at least
one pixel of the at least two images; and processing the at least one pixel based on the judder map.
[0136] Processing of the at least one pixel may comprise processing of a region of an image, formed by several pixels.
Processing may comprise applying different video processing techniques, and different techniques, or the same technique
with different parameters may be applied to different pixels, based on the judder information on that pixel contained in
the judder map.
[0137] FIG. 16 is an exemplary embodiment of a target hardware (10) (e.g., a computer system) for implementing the
embodiments of FIGS. 1-15. This target hardware comprises a processor (15), a memory bank (20), a local interface
bus (35) and one or more Input/Output devices (40). The processor may execute one or more instructions related to the
implementation of FIGS. 1-15, and as provided by the Operating System (25) based on some executable program (30)
stored in the memory (20). These instructions are carried to the processor (15) via the local interface (35) and as dictated
by some data interface protocol specific to the local interface and the processor (15). It should be noted that the local
interface (35) is a symbolic representation of several elements such as controllers, buffers (caches), drivers, repeaters
and receivers that are generally directed at providing address, control, and/or data connections between multiple elements
of a processor based system. In some embodiments the processor (15) may be fitted with some local memory (cache)
where it can store some of the instructions to be performed for some added execution speed. Execution of the instructions
by the processor may require usage of some input/output device (40), such as inputting data from a file stored on a hard
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disk, inputting commands from a keyboard, inputting data and/or commands from a touchscreen, outputting data to a
display, or outputting data to a USB flash drive. In some embodiments, the operating system (25) facilitates these tasks
by being the central element to gathering the various data and instructions required for the execution of the program
and provide these to the microprocessor. In some embodiments the operating system may not exist, and all the tasks
are under direct control of the processor (15), although the basic architecture of the target hardware device (10) will
remain the same as depicted in FIG. 16. In some embodiments a plurality of processors may be used in a parallel
configuration for added execution speed. In such a case, the executable program may be specifically tailored to a parallel
execution. Also, in some embodiments the processor (15) may execute part of the implementation of FIGS. 1-15, and
some other part may be implemented using dedicated hardware/firmware placed at an Input/Output location accessible
by the target hardware (10) via local interface (35). The target hardware (10) may include a plurality of executable
programs (30), wherein each may run independently or in combination with one another.
[0138] The methods and systems described in the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware, software,
firmware or any combination thereof. Features described as blocks, modules or components may be implemented
together (e.g., in a logic device such as an integrated logic device) or separately (e.g., as separate connected logic
devices). The software portion of the methods of the present disclosure may comprise a computer-readable medium
which comprises instructions that, when executed, perform, at least in part, the described methods. The computer-
readable medium may comprise, for example, a random access memory (RAM) and/or a read-only memory (ROM).
The instructions may be executed by a processor (e.g., a digital signal processor (DSP), an application specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), a field programmable logic array (FPGA), a graphic processing unit (GPU) or a general purpose GPU).
[0139] A number of embodiments of the disclosure have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that
various modifications may be made without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. Accordingly, other
embodiments are within the scope of the following claims by taking due account of any element which is equivalent to
an element specified in the claims.
[0140] The examples set forth above are provided to those of ordinary skill in the art as a complete disclosure and
description of how to make and use the embodiments of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope of what
the inventor/inventors regard as their disclosure.
[0141] Modifications of the above-described modes for carrying out the methods and systems herein disclosed that
are obvious to persons of skill in the art are intended to be within the scope of the following claims. All patents and
publications mentioned in the specification are indicative of the levels of skill of those skilled in the art to which the
disclosure pertains.
[0142] It is to be understood that the disclosure is not limited to particular methods or systems, which can, of course,
vary. It is also to be understood that the terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments
only, and is not intended to be limiting. As used in this specification and the appended claims, the singular forms "a,"
"an," and "the" include plural referents unless the content clearly dictates otherwise. The term "plurality" includes two or
more referents unless the content clearly dictates otherwise. Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms
used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which the disclosure
pertains.
[0143] The references in the present application are shown in the reference list below.
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Claims

1. A computer-implemented method at a display end to control judder visibility of a video encoded at a frame rate
below a cut-off frame rate for perception of judder, wherein judder refers to visual distortions resulting from non-
smooth motion due to the encoding at the frame rate below the cut-off frame rate, the method comprising:

providing at least two input video frames (2705);
receiving judder control metadata (2715) that have been generated, by a computer at a content production end,
based on the at least two input video frames (2705);
obtaining reference display parameters, wherein the reference display parameters comprise a minimum and
maximum luminance of a reference display (2725) used for determining an expected level of judder visibility as
intended at the content production end; and
applying the judder control metadata (2715) to a frame rate control algorithm, wherein the frame rate control
algorithm is configured to generate interpolated video frames based on the at least two input video frames
(2705) such that the generated interpolated video frames have an expected level of judder visibility as intended
at the content production end and defined by the judder control metadata (2715) and the reference display
parameters.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the judder control metadata (2715) comprises a base frame rate, wherein the base
frame rate refers to a frame rate that has been used to visually verify the judder control or film look experience of
the at least two input video frames (2705), with the desired level of judder applied.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the judder control metadata (2715) further comprises a judder control rate, wherein
the judder control rate defines the amount of judder to be applied between no judder at all and the amount of judder
that is present at the base frame rate without applying judder control.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the judder control metadata (2715) comprises a parameter signaling a presence or
absence of judder control for a specific frame or shot to which the judder control metadata (2715) is associated with,
wherein the shot refers to a sequence of frames.

5. The method of claim 3 or claim 4, further comprising adjusting the judder control rate and the base frame rate based
on the judder control metadata (2715) and output display parameters of an output display (2740) at the display end.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

applying inverse tone mapping to the at least two input video frames (2705); and
adjusting the judder control rate based on the inverse tone mapping.

7. The method of any of claims 3-6, further comprising modifying the judder control rate if an output display (2740) at
the display end uses a different time period to the base frame rate indicated by the judder control metadata (2715).

8. The method of any of claims 3-7, further comprising smoothing the judder control rate within a shot boundary in
order to prevent sudden changes of judder visibility within the shot boundary, wherein a shot refers to a sequence
of frames.

9. The method of any of claims 3-8, wherein the judder control metadata (2715) further comprises a metadata parameter
indicating a presence or absence of judder control.

10. The method of any of claims 1- 9, further comprising displaying the generated interpolated video frames on an output
display (2740) at the display end.

11. The method of any of claims 1-10, further comprising adjusting the judder control metadata (2715) for a shot by
shot process, a frame by frame process, or based on content of the at least two input video frames (2705), wherein
a shot by shot process refers to a process that is applied to a sequence of frames.

12. method of any of claims 1-11, , further comprising adjusting the judder control metadata (2715) based on output
display parameters of an output display (2740) at the display end.
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13. The method of any of claims 1-12, wherein the frame rate control algorithm is further configured to generate inter-
polated video frames based on the at least two input video frames (2705) such that the generated interpolated video
frames have the expected level of judder visibility based on input signal metadata, wherein the input signal metadata
comprises a minimum, midpoint, and maximum of an input signal.

14. An apparatus for judder control at a display end, comprising:

an output display (2740), configured to receive at least two input video frames (2705);
a judder control device (2735), configured to receive judder control metadata (2715) based on the at least two
input video frames (2705); and
communication means between the output display (2740) and the judder control device (2735);
wherein the judder control device (2735) is configured to perform the method of any of claims 1-13.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren an einem Anzeigeende zum Steuern der Ruckelsichtbarkeit eines Videos, das
mit einer Bildfrequenz unterhalb einer Grenzbildfrequenz codiert ist, um die Wahrnehmung von Ruckeln zu steuern,
wobei sich Ruckeln auf visuelle Verzerrungen bezieht, die aus einer nicht glatten Bewegung aufgrund der Codierung
mit der Bildfrequenz unterhalb der Grenzbildfrequenz resultieren, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Bereitstellung von mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobildern (2705);
Empfangen von Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715), die von einem Computer an einem Inhaltsproduktions-
ende auf der Grundlage der mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705) erzeugt wurden;
Erhalten von Referenzanzeigeparametern, wobei die Referenzanzeigeparameter eine minimale und eine ma-
ximale Luminanz einer Referenzanzeige (2725) umfassen, die zum Bestimmen eines erwarteten Grades der
Ruckelsichtbarkeit, wie am Ende der Inhaltsproduktion beabsichtigt, verwendet wird; und
Anwenden der Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) auf einen Bildfrequenz-Steuerungsalgorithmus, wobei der
Bildfrequenz-Steuerungsalgorithmus konfiguriert ist, interpolierte Videobilder auf der Grundlage der mindestens
zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705) zu erzeugen, so dass die erzeugten interpolierten Videobilder einen erwar-
teten Grad an Ruckelsichtbarkeit aufweisen, wie am Inhaltsproduktionsende beabsichtigt und durch die Ru-
ckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) und die Referenzanzeigeparameter definiert.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) eine Grundbildfrequenz umfassen,
wobei sich die Grundbildfrequenz auf eine Bildfrequenz bezieht, die verwendet wurde, um die Ruckelsteuerung
oder das Filmwiedergabeerlebnis der mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705) visuell zu verifizieren, wobei
der gewünschte Grad an Ruckeln angewendet wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) weiter eine Ruckelsteuerungsfrequenz
umfassen, wobei die Ruckelsteuerungsfrequenz das Maß an Ruckeln definiert, das zwischen überhaupt keinem
Ruckeln und dem Maß an Ruckeln, das bei der Basisbildfrequenz ohne Anwendung der Ruckelsteuerung vorhanden
ist, angewendet werden soll.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) einen Parameter umfassen, der das
Vorhandensein oder Fehlen einer Ruckelsteuerung für ein bestimmtes Bild oder eine bestimmte Aufnahme signa-
lisiert, dem bzw. der die Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) zugeordnet sind, wobei sich die Aufnahme auf eine
Folge von Bildern bezieht.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, weiter umfassend ein Einstellen der Ruckelsteuerungsfrequenz und der Basis-
bildfrequenz auf der Grundlage der Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) und der Ausgangsanzeigeparameter einer
Ausgangsanzeige (2740) am Anzeigeende.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, weiter umfassend:

Anwenden eines inversen Tonemapping auf die mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705); und
Einstellen der Ruckelsteuerungsfrequenz auf der Grundlage des inversen Tonemapping.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 3-6, weiter umfassend ein Modifizieren der Ruckelsteuerungsfrequenz, wenn
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eine Ausgangsanzeige (2740) am Anzeigeende eine andere Zeitspanne als die durch die Ruckelsteuerungs-Me-
tadaten (2715) angegebene Grundbildrate verwendet.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 3-7, weiter umfassend ein Glätten der Ruckelsteuerungsfrequenz innerhalb
einer Aufnahmegrenze, um plötzliche Änderungen der Ruckelsichtbarkeit innerhalb der Aufnahmegrenze zu ver-
hindern, wobei sich eine Aufnahme auf eine Folge von Bildern bezieht.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 3-8, wobei die Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) weiter einen Metadaten-
parameter umfassen, der das Vorhandensein oder Fehlen einer Ruckelsteuerung angibt.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-9, weiter umfassend ein Anzeigen der erzeugten interpolierten Videobilder
auf einem Ausgabe-Display (2740) am Display-Ende.

11. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-10, weiter umfassend ein Einstellen der Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715)
für einen Aufnahme-um-Aufnahme-Prozess, einen Bild-um-Bild-Prozess oder auf der Grundlage des Inhalts der
mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705), wobei sich ein Aufnahme-um-Aufnahme-Prozess auf einen Prozess
bezieht, der auf eine Folge von Bildern angewendet wird.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-11, weiter umfassend ein Einstellen Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715)
auf der Grundlage von Ausgangsanzeigeparametern einer Ausgangsanzeige (2740) am Anzeigeende.

13. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-12, wobei der Bildfrequenz-Steueralgorithmus weiter konfiguriert ist, inter-
polierte Videobilder auf der Grundlage der mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705) zu erzeugen, so dass die
erzeugten interpolierten Videobilder den erwarteten Grad der Ruckelsichtbarkeit auf der Grundlage von Eingangs-
signal-Metadaten aufweisen, wobei die Eingangssignal-Metadaten ein Minimum, einen Mittelpunkt und ein Maximum
eines Eingangssignals umfassen.

14. Einrichtung zur Ruckelsteuerung an einem Anzeigeende, umfassend:

eine Ausgangsanzeige (2740), die konfiguriert ist, um mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705) zu emp-
fangen;
eine Ruckelsteuerungsvorrichtung (2735), die konfiguriert ist, um Ruckelsteuerungs-Metadaten (2715) auf der
Grundlage der mindestens zwei Eingangs-Videobilder (2705) zu empfangen; und
Kommunikationsmittel zwischen der Ausgangsanzeige (2740) und der Ruckelsteuerungsvorrichtung (2735);
wobei die Ruckelsteuerungsvorrichtung (2735) konfiguriert ist, um das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche
1-13 durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé mis en œuvre sur ordinateur au niveau d’une extrémité d’affichage pour réguler la visibilité de l’effet de
saccade d’une vidéo encodée à une fréquence de trame en dessous d’une fréquence de trame de découpe pour
la perception de l’effet de saccade, dans lequel l’effet de saccade se rapporte à des distorsions visuelles résultant
d’un mouvement non fluide dû à l’encodage à la fréquence de trame en dessous de la fréquence de trame de
découpe, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

fournir au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705) ;
recevoir des métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) qui ont été générées, par un ordinateur au
niveau d’une extrémité de production de contenu, sur la base des au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705) ;
obtenir des paramètres d’affichage de référence, dans lequel les paramètres d’affichage de référence com-
prennent une luminance minimale et maximale d’un écran de référence (2725) utilisé pour déterminer un niveau
de visibilité d’effet de saccade attendu comme prévu au niveau de l’extrémité de production de contenu ; et
appliquer les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) à un algorithme de régulation de fréquence
de trame, dans lequel l’algorithme de régulation de fréquence de trame est configuré pour générer des trames
vidéos interpolées sur la base des au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705) de sorte que les trames vidéos
interpolées générées présentent un niveau de visibilité d’effet de saccade attendu comme prévu au niveau de
l’extrémité de production de contenu et défini par les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) et
les paramètres d’affichage de référence.
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2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) comprennent
une fréquence de trame de base, dans lequel la fréquence de trame de base se rapporte à une fréquence de trame
qui a été utilisée pour vérifier visuellement l’expérience de régulation d’effet de saccade ou de vision de film des au
moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705), avec le niveau d’effet de saccade souhaité appliqué.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) comprennent
en outre une fréquence de régulation d’effet de saccade, dans lequel la fréquence de régulation d’effet de saccade
définit la quantité d’effet de saccade à appliquer entre aucun effet de saccade et la quantité d’effet de saccade qui
est présente à la fréquence de trame de base sans appliquer de régulation d’effet de saccade.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) comprennent
un paramètre signalant une présence ou une absence de régulation d’effet de saccade pour une trame ou une
photo spécifique à laquelle les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) sont associées, dans lequel
la photo se rapporte à une séquence de trames.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 3 ou la revendication 4, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à ajuster la fréquence
de régulation d’effet de saccade et la fréquence de trame de base sur la base des métadonnées de régulation d’effet
de saccade (2715) et de paramètres d’affichage de sortie d’un affichage de sortie (2740) au niveau de l’extrémité
d’affichage.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à :

appliquer un mappage ton local inversé aux au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705) ; et
ajuster la fréquence de régulation d’effet de saccade sur la base du mappage ton local inversé.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3-6, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à modifier la fré-
quence de régulation d’effet de saccade si un affichage de sortie (2740) au niveau de l’extrémité d’affichage utilise
une période différente sur la fréquence de trame de base indiquée par les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de
saccade (2715).

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3-7, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à fluidifier la fré-
quence de régulation d’effet de saccade dans une limite de photo afin d’empêcher des changements soudains de
visibilité d’effet de saccade dans la limite de photo, dans lequel une photo se rapporte à une séquence de trames.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3-8, dans lequel les métadonnées de régulation d’effet de
saccade (2715) comprennent en outre un paramètre de métadonnées indiquant une présence ou une absence de
régulation d’effet de saccade.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1-9, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à afficher les trames
vidéos interpolées générées sur un affichage de sortie (2740) au niveau de l’extrémité d’affichage.

11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1-10, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à ajuster les
métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) pour un processus de photo par photo, un processus de
trame par trame, ou sur la base d’un contenu des au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705), dans lequel un
processus de photo par photo se rapporte à un processus qui est appliqué à une séquence de trames.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1-11, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à ajuster les
métadonnées de régulation d’effet de saccade (2715) sur la base de paramètres d’affichage de sortie d’un affichage
de sortie (2740) au niveau de l’extrémité d’affichage.

13. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1-12, dans lequel l’algorithme de régulation de fréquence de
trame est en outre configuré pour générer des trames vidéos interpolées sur la base des au moins deux trames
vidéos d’entrée (2705) de sorte que les trames vidéos interpolées générées présentent le niveau de visibilité d’effet
de saccade attendu sur la base de métadonnées de signal d’entrée, dans lequel les métadonnées de signal d’entrée
comprennent un minimum, un point médian et un maximum d’un signal d’entrée.

14. Appareil pour la régulation d’effet de saccade au niveau d’une extrémité d’affichage, comprenant :
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un affichage de sortie (2740), configuré pour recevoir au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705) ;
un dispositif de régulation d’effet de saccade (2735), configuré pour recevoir des métadonnées de régulation
d’effet de saccade (2715) sur la base des au moins deux trames vidéos d’entrée (2705) ; et
un moyen de communication entre l’affichage de sortie (2740) et le dispositif de régulation d’effet de saccade
(2735) ;
dans lequel le dispositif de régulation d’effet de saccade (2735) est configuré pour effectuer le procédé selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1-13.
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